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УДК 811.111(07)
Babushkina A., Vetrova K., Бабушкина Анастасия Евгеньевна,
Guz A., Shestakova A. Ветрова Кристина Олеговна,
Гуз Анна Игоревна,
Шестакова Анна Сергеевна
Perm state national research university Пермский государственный национальный
исследовательский университет
ASSESSING METAPHORICAL ОЦЕНКА КОМПЕТЕНЦИЙ
COMPETENCE IN EFL CLASSROOM ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ МЕТАФОР У
ИЗУЧАЮЩИХ АНГЛИЙСКИЙ ЯЗЫК
КАК ИНОСТРАННЫЙ
Аннотация: В своей работе авторы
рассматривают понятие метафоры, её
использование, типы. Описывается
проведение исследования среди студентов
разных специальностей для определения
частотности употребления метафор в их
текстах и его результаты.
Данная работа заняла 1 место на конкурсе.

Abstract: This paper shows the definition of
metaphor, its usage and types. It includes the
methodology and results of the research of
assessing metaphorical competence according
to the level of metaphor production in
students’ essays.
This paper took the 1st place in this contest.

In recent years metaphor has become an increasingly relevant issue due to the universally
acknowledged importance of cognitive linguistics. According to cognitive theories, language is
related to other aspects of human cognition, although they were thought to be separate from each
other initially. Researchers in the field paid special attention to figurative language because it
was considered to reveal underlying patterns of figurative thought. Conceptual metaphor theory
developed by G. Lakoff and M. Johnson suggests our capacity to express abstract concepts as we
relate them to our familiar experiences. Conceptual metaphors based on the mapping between
the source and the target domains are identified linguistically as linguistic metaphors. Thus,
metaphor began to be determined as a fundamental aspect of human language and cognition.
Lakoff and Johnson claim that «metaphors as linguistic expressions are possible precisely
because there are metaphors in a person’s conceptual system» (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 6). It
may be said, therefore, that metaphor is very common in all types of discourse.
So why do metaphors pervade our everyday discourse? Metaphor can be simply
explained as the device with the help of which we describe a concept using terms of another,
unrelated concept. A metaphor in this case is considered as a lexical item whose interpretation
differs from the discourse context or the meaning within the co-text. But this function of
metaphor is neither the only nor the most important one.
5

The controversial nature of metaphor was discussed by many scholars, and the fact is that
some philosophers and linguists are convinced that metaphor is out of linguistics proper. Jerrold
M. Sadock, for instance, is sure that all nonliteral speech, including metaphor, falls outside the
domain of synchronic linguistics. On the whole, his argument is aimed at characterizing the
nature of metaphor as a nonliteral or figurative aspect of language that is not only different from
literal language but is only accountable via literal meaning.
Traditionally (e. g., in rhetoric, stylistics), the nature of metaphor is thought to be
linguistic. In these studies metaphor is to serve a multitude of functions, with the most pertinent
ones operating in language change and in poetic language. Such scientists as Stephen Ullmann
and John Lyons are convinced in this statement.
To show the discrepancy between the representation of metaphor in the poles «linguistic»
(LMTs) and «cognitive nature of metaphor» (CogMTs), it is possible to summarize the main
differences as follows:
LMTs

CogMTs

→ Metaphor as a specific form of

→ Metaphor as a specific form of

language

thought

→ Metaphor as a linguistic phenomenon

→ Metaphor as a cognitive phenomenon

only
Metaphoric language is frequent because human cognitive processes are metaphorical as
well. As Gibbs claims, metaphor on a par with other tropes determines basic schemas for human
experience and external world conceptualizing. More than that, Steen assumed that much of
everyday conventional language is metaphorical. Many metaphors (so-called dead metaphors)
have so conventionalised senses that they are not perceived as metaphors. Lakoff and Turner
consider such metaphors very important because they form the evidence for conceptual
metaphors. Besides that, many conventionally used words appeared due to the metaphorical
extension of more basic senses. Thus, metaphor is a frequent phenomenon in everyday
discourse.
Cognitive metaphor theories demand metaphor integration into theories and models of
language production and comprehension. Adherents of these theories are typically
psycholinguists or cognitive scientists who conceive metaphor as both a specific form of
6

language, and a specific form of thought. Lakoff and Johnson’s CMT is certainly the most
elaborate cognitive theory of metaphor that currently receives much attention. They give the
following assumptions:



Language is fundamentally figurative;



metaphor is pervasive in ordinary language;



the difference between literal and nonliteral meaning is a gradual, not a categorial



metaphor is understanding one thing in terms of another;



thought is fundamentally figurative;



metaphor is a general principle of conceptual organization;



metaphor is fundamental to human understanding; and



metaphor is a general cognitive process.

one;

Thus, CMT challenges widely held claims in linguistics, semantics, and cognitive
science.
It appears that metaphorical, or figurative language can be learned in the EFL classroom
in a number of ways. For example, we can focus on the literal meaning of the key figurative
word. Also, we can use the mnemonic potential of the expression to be learned. For example,
plays with sounds help FL learners retain these expressions. As another mnemonic tool, we can
use the property of evoking a mental image that figurative expressions have. In fact, using
mental imagery has become a part of pedagogic approaches to idioms, inspired by ideas from the
cognitive semantics school of thought. Figurative expressions may be motivated by conceptual
metaphors.
The ability to understand and create metaphoric or figurative language in FL has
developed the concept of metaphorical competence, which is a part of conceptual competence.
Because of deficient metaphorical competence, FL learners are unable to understand the text
without external help.
According to Low, Littlemore, Koaster and Steen, metaphorical competence is very
important especially for university students to be able to understand complex theories.
Metaphoric expressions are the reason of the problem with understanding the meaning during
working with the context.
Metaphorical competence also plays an important role for understanding the news or
fiction. A particular difficulty is understanding TV news or newspaper headlines. Because of
7

this, we can see an increasing number of teaching materials designed specially to teach how to
decode the metaphoric words in headlines.
Mastering figurative or metaphoric language helps FL learners develop their receptive
and productive fluency.
The problem is that students make a lot of mistakes when they produce metaphors ant it
hinders their communicative goals. Therefore, in order to avoid these errors, one must remember
about cross-cultural differences in metaphor use, produce and translation.
J. Littlemore introduces the term metaphoric intelligence to denote an aspect of
intelligence that can contribute to language learning success and fundamentally affect FL
teaching practices. Metaphoric intelligence deals with effective communication in a FL which
involves using two main kinds of metaphor: «novel» (conventional) and «frozen» (linguistic)
ones. Metaphoric competence differs among people and should therefore be considered in an FL
classroom as it is likely to affect a learner’s use of communication strategies, the main two of
these being coinage and paraphrase. People tend to use these strategies – and, consequently,
metaphors, – basically to describe unknown phenomena using those known to them. It is
important to develop a number of techniques and exercises possible for an FL teacher to build up
and encourage the metaphoric intelligence of the learners. But the first logical step should be
connected with assessing the current level of your students’ metaphorical competence.
Metaphorical competence analysis and upgrading nowadays are among the most relevant
issues of both cognitive linguistics studies and language teaching and learning.
Our research is devoted to the problem of assessing metaphorical competence according
to the level of metaphor production in students’ essays, as J. Littlemore has proved that
metaphorical competence should be added to the list of skills required to assessing second
language successfully. More precisely, this very research work is devoted to assessing
metaphorical competence according to the level of metaphor production in the essays of the
students of the economical faculty, whose level of second language (English) can be labeled as
A1 – A2 in terms of CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference). The study was
conducted with the help of visual support, as the highly metaphorical picture («The Lovers II»
by Magritte) would presumably provoke metaphor production in the students’ essays.
The methodology of the study is as follows:
1. to become familiar with the relevant works on metaphor and metaphorical
competence;
2. to collect essays (200–250 words in 45 minutes time) on the painting of René
Magritte’s «The Lovers» from the students of the economical faculty;
8

3. to identify every metaphor appearing in the texts with the help of MIPVU and try to
classify them depending on the part of speech, according to their correct or incorrect usage and
depending on the respondents’ gender;
4. to analyze and compare metaphor productions in students’ essays and draw
conclusions on the influence of their linguistic abilities on their metaphorical competence.
As our methodology is based on MIPVU, this procedure should be explained. The MIP is
as follows:
1.

Read the entire text-discourse to establish a general understanding of

the meaning.
2.

Determine the lexical units in the text-discourse.

3.

(a) For each lexical unit in the text, establish its meaning in context, that is, how it

applies to an entity, relation, or attribute in the situation evoked by the text (contextual meaning).
Take into account what comes before and after the lexical unit.
(b) For each lexical unit, determine if it has a more basic contemporary meaning
in other contexts than the one in the given context. For our purposes, basic meanings tend to be


More concrete; what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel, smell, and



Related to bodily action.



More precise (as opposed to vague).



Historically older.

taste.

Basic meanings are not necessarily the most frequent meanings of the lexical
unit.
(c) If the lexical unit has a more basic current–contemporary meaning in other
contexts than the given context, decide whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the basic
meaning

but

can

be

understood

in comparison

with

it.

4. If yes, mark the lexical unit as metaphorical.
During the studying of the results received we have come to a number of conclusions
regarding the peculiarities of metaphor production which are mainly these:
1. A1-A2 level of English is not enough to produce a text counting 200–250 words.
2. Female respondents tend to produce texts with higher average words number (125) and
metaphor density (38,42 %) than male respondents do (102 words, 35,5 %).
3. The most «metaphorical» parts of speech are prepositions (55,49 %), nouns (33,42 %),
verbs (26,58 %) and adjectives (22,48 %).
9

4. The metaphors used are of three main categories: «dead metaphors» (52,76 %),
interferentional metaphors (24,21 %) and «true» metaphors (23,1 %), regardless of the
respondents’ gender.
5. «Dead» metaphors are basically prepositions, e. g. in phrasal verbs (37,19 %).
6. Most interferentional and «true» metaphors are nouns (42,11 % and 49,38 %).
It should be emphasized that this work is to be considered as a part of the project aimed
at studying the tendencies and peculiarities of metaphor production and assessing metaphorical
competence in second language learning. This projects considers English (45 essays), German
(33 essays) and Russian (19 essays) languages, the data collected from respondents aged 18–27
years old refer to different levels of second language learning (from A1 to C1), and the range of
the students’ subjects is rather wide (geography, journalism, foreign languages, medical
medicine, pedagogics, philology, chemistry, economics, law). Metaphorical density is the
highest (41,13 %) in the essays written in Russian by native speakers (future journalists); the
lowest (from 2,4 % to 12,95 %) in essays written in German; the English essays vary in
metaphorical density from 13,73 % to 38,22 % the latter referring to the essays written by native
speakers, the students of Delta State University studying philology. The highest number of novel
metaphors (72,51 %) is to be found in the essays belonging to future Russian journalists, quite
expectedly considering their creative skills required for the profession chosen. There is no strong
correlation considering the essays of non-humanitarian specialties: among these, the lowest
number of novel metaphors belongs to those who study medicine (12,37 %) and the highest
being 30,72 %, which is higher than the number of novel metaphors in the essays produced by
the students of the faculty of the foreign languages. Considering the category of interferential
metaphors, which are mainly mistakes made by non-native speakers in their second language
caused by some lexical units, such as prepositional phrases and idiomatic expressions, being
similar in some way, but not completely identical. As we had two groups of native speakers (of
Russian and English) participating in our project, in these groups there is no such a problem as
interferential metaphors to be found. In the rest of the categories, however, a strong correlations
may be observed: those of the students who study foreign languages and literature tend to
produce less interferential mistakes, counted as metaphors by MIPVU, as their non-humanitarian
colleagues. The other logical pattern is that the higher the level of one’s foreign language
(measured in terms of CEFR) is, the less interferential metaphors there is in his/her essay. This
relevant topic needs further research that we certainly wish to do with the help of cognitive
linguistics, linguodidactics, gender linguistics and intercultural communication studies.
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Zhigalova N. Жигалова Наталья Алексеевна
Ural State University of Railway Transport Пермский институт железнодорожного
транспорта – филиал федерального
государственного образовательного
учреждения высшего образования
«Уральский государственный университет
путей сообщения» в г. Перми
SPACE TECHNOLOGIES ON КОСМОС И ЖЕЛЕЗНЫЕ ДОРОГИ:
RAILWAYS ТОЧКИ СОПРИКОСНОВЕНИЯ
Abstract: This paper is devoted to usage of
space technologies, such as GLONASS and
GPS on railways. In particular, it shows
experience of Russia in implementing these
technologies and input of Russia in the
development of this technology.

Аннотация: Статья посвящена
использованию космических технологий,
таких как ГЛОНАСС и GPS, в работе
железнодорожной сферы. В частности,
описывается опыт России в использовании
данных технологий и её вклад в развитие
этого направления.

Rationale for the topic: Now, space technologies are very actively being introduced into
modern life, transport and production. Since the space sphere covers most of the innovations of
the modern world, it is peculiar that there are some space technologies in the railways.
Hypothesis: Space and railways are absolutely different in purpose and their constituent spheres.
Objective: To find the relationship between space and railways.
Primary goal: To study as much literature as possible on this topic and to compare the facts
given to us about certain aspects of the two spheres of activity. To enrich knowledge about space
and railways. Learn how both spheres affect men. To draw a general conclusion the entire
research work.
Russian railways turned out to be more advantageous than any other kind of
communication and are likely to remain as a vital means of transportation for many years. For
this the railways are introduced innovations for comfortable and safe transportation, monitoring
the state of infrastructure, operating transportation. The newest technological processes are
forming of complex information-control systems. To solve all the problems you need to work
together with other structures.
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Space innovations have found wide application in everyday life, production and
transport. So, the railways are connected with the space. Satellite communication (GLONASS /
GPS) is space technology in railway transport. Until to the construction of a digital fiber-optic
communication line, the backbone communication operated using special satellite channels of
the railway network. According to the formation of the concept of the positioning system, they
began to be used in the field-traffic security. Satellite navigation equipment began to be used 10
years ago in the Integrated Locomotive Safety Device CLUB. It is equipped with a navigation
receiver and intentionally created mechanism to save an electrical map of the participants of the
route, including information on geographical and railway coordinates, road objects, their extent
and other special information.
Satellite concepts have become equipment for wagons and flaw detectors. Approximately
100 passenger trains are equipped with security monitoring devices and interconnections with
the GLONASS / GPS concept. Mechanical locomotive signaling tests (MALS / HALS) with
integrated satellite navigation facilities are underway, which can help determine the location of
locomotives at a station with an error of not more than 1 m.
A differential global navigation satellite system (DGNSS) was introduced on the
Moscow-Klin section of the October route. Experienced DGNSS is four functioning,
transceiving stations that take into account all the conditions of the European Satellite
Positioning System (EUPOS) standards. They combine into a single line of calling and
processing information, provide an opportunity to determine the location of objects with
accuracy up to 2–5 cm in real time.
The use of satellite technology in railway transport is no longer a matter of doubt. With
the help of these technologies are formed the branches and projects of transition to high-speed
and high-speed traffic, in addition to increasing the intensity of traffic flows on highways.
These circumstances are the key to success in the high-quality position of operation
transportation and safety of train traffic. This position assumes cardinal changes in the field of
supply of work of a railway transportation. It is necessary to have extremely clear data on the
dislocation of maneuvering composition, at any time of the day and in any weather, it is also
necessary to monitor its movement and the state of the onboard systems. However, it is
impossible to find a solution to this problem in the absence of modern global navigation satellite
systems, such as GLONASS, GLONASS / GPS, and high-performance digital communications.
To date, the railway sector is implementing the Strategy for the development of rail
transport in Russia until 2030. This document establishes priority areas in which the most active
use of innovations in the field of railway transport is planned.
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One of the innovative trends in Strategy-2030 is the introduction of the concept of
unified management of train traffic, monitoring of infrastructure and rolling stock using satellite
technologies. The position for the introduction of such systems is to provides the safe
transportation of passengers and cargoes, accelerate their movement, increase the share of
shipments of goods delivered «on time», accelerated containerization of transportations, the
introduction of multi-modal logistics systems.
GLONASS satellite navigation systems are very important for use in mobile satellite
communication systems and remote sensing systems for the construction and operation of
highways, as well as for monitoring and diagnosing the state of infrastructure for organizing
heavy traffic in key areas of the railway network.
In the period 2008–2011, tasks were identified to guarantee the transition to traffic
management based on satellite technologies and automatic identification of rolling stock. For
this purpose, on-board satellite navigation and communication devices were installed at rolling
stock facilities, station computer control systems interconnected with a digital radio channel
were deployed.
By 2017, to create a system of interval control of the movement of trains using satellite
navigation and a digital radio channel, allowing to proceed to the technological processes of the
«virtual» traffic light and to significantly reduce the number of floor devices. The final goal is
the formation of «intelligent» trains with an integrated system of driving and self-diagnostics, as
well as «intelligent» cargo stations, which will guarantee trouble-free train traffic and cargo
transportation.
The head of the company «Russian Railways» Oleg Belozyorov called the plan for the
introduction of unmanned trains – «Overtake the whole world». This plan was submitted to the
President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin. Technologies have been
developed for a long time. Under the project of JSCo «Russian Railways» in 2020-2021
unmanned trains will be launched on the Moscow central ring. Such trains will be controlled
with the help of GLONASS (Russian satellite navigation system).
The experts of MIIT and VNIIAS (now JSC NIIAS) created a new direction for
monitoring the geometry of the track and navigating the railway transport using reference
coordinate path models (EKMP). The system makes it possible to control the working edges of
the left and right rails at any time with an accuracy of up to a millimeter. If the rail is damaged or
there is a deviation from the geometry of the track, the system immediately notifies the dispatch
center.
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JSC Russian Railways, in connection with the introduction of a large number of
innovations, is widely recruiting employees from the space industry and is cooperating with the
Russian Space Systems (RKS, part of the State Corporation «ROSKOSMOS»). Also, the
company conducts training for current employees.
In 2006 VNIIAMS compiled a half-production plan for the implementation of satellite
technologies on the Moscow-Saint Petersburg magistral, according to the assignment of JSC
Russian Railways. A sample of a differential global navigation satellite system developed and
combined with a special geodetic track control system (DGNSS), including four work stations
that are located at the Leningrad station, the railway stations Podsolnechnaya, Manihino and
Dmitrov. DGNSS provides positioning of stationary objects with an error of 1-2 cm with
instantaneous display and 2-3 mm after processing. The location of mobile railway transport is
revealed with an average error of 2–5 cm with instantaneous mapping. Location of mobile
railway transport is established with a sub-centimeter probability because special filters are used
and the results of observations based on the principle of minimum squares are summed up.
Russian Railways has identified technical proposals for the introduction of space technologies in
rail transport, according to the results of the semi-production plan.
It should be noted that Russia is capable of repelling developed countries in the
exploration and implementation of space technologies in railway transport. Russian Railways
hold at the height of technological progress. European firms cooperate with our company
because they confirm the advantage of Russian railways in the numerous aspects of satellite
technology application.
So, in the course of the research. Space and railways have a link, which completely
refutes the hypothesis put forward at the beginning of the research. To date, space technology is
used to monitor the movement and organization of the work of recovery trains, with the
implementation of repair and waste works. The designer can not do without space exploration of
the Earth. The satellite system is an integral part of the railways, which implements one of such
important functions as the safety of movement in railway transport. Also, experts in space
technologies are increasingly in the Russian Railways, military and transport departments,
domestic and foreign firms, leading research institutes.
This research clearly showed that Russian railways demonstrate an example of
innovation in such a science-intensive field as space technology. The railways give a powerful
impetus to the formation of our electronic industry, being, at the moment, a large-scale consumer
of space technology means.
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Abstract: This paper is devoted to theoretical
aspect of interaction between Russia and Great
Britain. The author defines art as one of the
most important component of interaction and
describes interaction processes.
This paper took the 3rd place in this contest.

ИСКУССТВО КАК СПОСОБ
УСПЕШНОГО ВЗАИМОДЕЙСТВИЯ
МЕЖДУ РОССИЕЙ И
ВЕЛИКОБРИТАНИЕЙ В НАУКЕ И
ОБРАЗОВАНИИ
Аннотация: В данной статье
рассматривается теоретический аспект
взаимодействия России и Великобритании.
Автор определяет искусство в качестве
одного из важнейших компонентов
взаимодействия и описывает процессы
интеграции на основе этого компонента.
Данная работа заняла 3 место на конкурсе.

Currently, there have been many options for interaction between Russia and the Great
Britain in the field of science and education. For example: internships for students and teachers,
conferences, joint research projects of Russian and British scientists, space bridges for students
and teachers of educational institutions in Russia and the UK, local events dedicated to this
interaction (for example, this competition) and many others. The above examples are the forms
of interaction for science and education. The author of this work focuses on the content of the
interaction process on the example of Russia – the UK relations in science and education.
An important stage in the implementation of this or that form of interaction between
Russia and the UK is the acquaintance with the culture of both countries. In this paper, the
author tries to substantiate the importance of this stage of communication of representatives of
different countries from the point of view of the sociocultural approach.
Relations between Russia and the United Kingdom are examined with the help of this
approach to show the importance of observing all elements of communication. The research is
aimed at describing the meaning of the cultural element in the interaction process. The author
describes one of the ways of understanding the cultural element of each of the parties: the
knowledge of culture, norms and values of society through art.
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First, we interpret the category of «interaction». One of the approaches to the analysis of
the category «interaction» is the theory of Pitirim Sorokin. We will interpret this category
according to the content of this approach. Let's consider the theory in more detail.
In the monograph «Man. Civilization. Society» Pitirim considers the generic structure of
socio-cultural phenomena [1, C. 100–115]. He writes that the generic model of any sociocultural phenomenon is the significant interaction of two or more individuals. According to
Sorokin, the interaction is «any event by which one person in a semi-tangible way affects open
actions or the state of mind of another». Socio-cultural phenomenon is impossible in the absence
of such influence.
Sociocultural phenomenon is the result of interaction. Thus, the result of interaction
between Russia and the UK in the field of science and education is also a sociocultural
phenomenon. That is why in this article the process of interaction between Russia and the UK is
viewed from this position.
What influences on success of the interaction? Let us turn to the theoretical model of the
sociocultural phenomenon. We will consider the main components of the socio-cultural
phenomenon.
Pitirim Sorokin identifies the following components of the socio-cultural phenomenon
[1, C. 101]:
1.

Thinking, acting and reacting people who are subjects of interaction.

2.

The values and norms through which individuals interact, realizing them and

exchanging them.
3.

Open actions and material artifacts as engines or conductors, with the help of

which non-material values, values and norms are objectified and socialized.
Let us analyse each of the components of the socio-cultural phenomenon in more detail.
Subjects of interaction are individuals or groups of individuals. Pitirim Sorokin gives a
classification of types of interaction. He distinguishes the following types: between two
individuals; between three individuals; between four or more individuals; between one
individual and many; between many and many. He also says that the number of subjects of
interaction is important, because it explains many special characteristics of the interaction
process. In addition, in the socio-cultural phenomenon should be considered: the qualities of
interacting, namely, their similarities and differences; nature of actions.
The next component of the socio-cultural phenomenon are values and norms. Sorokin
writes that values and norms are inalienable aspects of all significant phenomena. The
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phenomenon becomes sociocultural due to values and norms imposed on the biophysical
properties of individuals and objects, actions and events.
And, finally, the third component of the sociocultural phenomenon is a component of
material carriers. The material carriers of meaningful interaction are «all sensory open actions,
material objects, physical, chemical and biological processes and forces used for externalization,
objectification and socialization of meanings». Significant interaction without the use of material
carriers is possible only in the case of extrasensory information transmission, or telepathy. In all
other cases, material carriers are used.
Pitirim Sorokin focuses attention on the fact that all these components (meanings,
subjects and carriers) are connected to each other in one indivisible unity in the process of
significant interaction. Therefore, any theory of a «sociocultural whole, an atom or a cell»,
which tries to reduce the three components to one or two, is untenable. Thus, after a detailed
analysis of the generic structure of socio-cultural phenomena, Pitirim Sorokin summarizes the
results of the analysis in the following formula: «Personality, culture and society as an
inseparable triad». Let us consider this formula.
Sorokin writes that sociocultural interaction consists of three inseparable components:
1.

personality as the subject of interaction;

2.

society as a set of interacting individuals with its socio-cultural relations and

processes;
3.

culture as a collection of meanings, values and norms, which the interacting

persons possess, and the carriers' collectivities, which objectify, socialize and reveal these
meanings.
Thus, it is necessary to deal with all three described components, speaking about
successful interaction of Russia and Great Britain.
If we talk about the interaction of different countries, in my opinion, special attention
should be given to the cultural component of interaction. Understanding and tolerant attitude of
representatives of different countries to the cultural characteristics and social norms of each
other is an important condition for successful interaction.
To gain knowledge of the culture of another country is possible through various
channels, one of which is art. Art is a part of culture, and this is also one way of interacting with
the purpose of acquainting the representatives of different countries with the cultural
characteristics and social norms of each other. Art is a translator of culture, values and norms of
society.
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«Art is a process in which some people (artists) create and demonstrate to others
(audience) their pictures of the world, with their emotional relations to different kinds of objects,
phenomena and vital values, to a variety of ideas, problems and ways to solve them. This is a
kind of sociocultural modeling, during which both the artist and the recipient are directly
involved in the construction of a joint picture of the world, and thereby – in the selection and
evaluation of possible life decisions» [3, C. 215].
Thus, art is also a part of reality, reflected in the picture of the world of man, and a
specific, «artistic» instrument of the process of cognition of this reality.
Thus, we can talk about art as a specific form of communication, which reflects a special
information that is not transfered in other ways. Let us dwell in more detail on the consideration
of art as a means of communication, because Communication is the basis of the socio-cultural
phenomenon.
Earlier we considered the structure of the sociocultural phenomenon. It includes subjects
of interaction; values and norms, through which individuals interact, realizing them and
exchanging them; open actions and material artifacts as engines or conductors, through which
the intangible values, values and norms are objectified and socialized. Consequently, art as a
sociocultural phenomenon can be represented in the following form:
1.

The creator of the work of art and its consumer will appear as subjects of the

socio-cultural phenomenon.
2.

The work of art will appear as an open action or material artifact.

3.

And the emotional attitude to various kinds of objects, phenomena and vital

values, etc., invested by the author in a work of art, and the emotional attitude of the consumer
of art are the values and norms through which individuals interact, realizing them and
exchanging them.
An illustration of the concept described is the «cultural diamond» scheme proposed by
Wendy Griswold and supplemented by Victoria Alexander (Figure 1) [2, C. 58]. As relations
between subjects of interaction, the relationship between the producer of art (the artist) and the
consumer of art (the public) is considered. Between art and society. Also in the scheme, such a
component as a system for the dissemination of art is singled out, this element is the mediator of
component as a system for the dissemination of art is singled out, this element is the mediator of
the sociocultural space of art.
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Figure 1. The concept of the «Cultural Diamond» Griswold-Alexander
Art is an industry with the following types of communication: the processes of cultural
production and cultural consumption. Within the framework of the approach, art is considered as
a commodity, and analysis of art represents an analysis of the environment in which it functions.
At the beginning of the work, the thesis was put forward: «An important stage in the
implementation of this or that form of interaction between Russia and the UK is the familiarity
of the representatives of countries with the culture of each other». According to the interaction
theory of Pitirim Sorokin, the cultural component is an integral part of the communication
process. For the result of the interaction to be successful, the cultural component should be
considered, especially in the case of international communication. Art is one of the ways to
cognize the cultural component.
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MUSEUM MAPS AND GUIDEBOOKS IN КАРТЫ И ПУТЕВОДИТЕЛИ В
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Abstract: Objects of research in this paper
are museum maps and guidebooks of British
and Russian museums. The author makes a
comparison of them, finds advantages and
disadvantages and defines opportunities of
interaction between countries in this direction.

Аннотация: Объектами исследования
статьи стали путеводители и карты
британских и русских музеев. Автор
сравнивает материалы, выявляет
преимущества и недостатки и определяет
возможности взаимодействия стран в этом
направлении.

All museums across the world have a universal mission. The mission is to serve, educate,
advocate for, and enhance communications within the museum community. In Great Britain and
in Russia the museums carry out this mission by listening to its members and serving their
interests and by keeping the members abreast of current standards and activities on a national
scale. Among the tools to fulfill the mission are maps and guidelines.
In the literature on the humanities research there are some articles, which grant
recommendations for developing an interaction playing guidebook. However, we have not been
able to find any book or an article, which would scientifically analyse museum booklets.
The aim of our research is introduce the guidebook (the map) as a subject of analysis in
the area of the humanities studies. A guidebook as well as a map is a valuable additional material
for those who have a lot of knowledge and who have little knowledge, because in the process of
active play and interaction in a museum he or she can learn some necessary information and use
it later in practice.
We consider these means of enhancing communication in two British museums and in a
Russian museum (in Perm), which realize the educational function. Also, we compare these
maps and guidelines to identify the differences for a further opportunity of sharing the
experience of the museums in the two countries on an international level.
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Another objective of our study is to determine how they can be utilized for learning
science and arts. For the reasons above we chose the following maps and guidelines as the
objects of our study: the «Teach History with 100 Objects» interactive map and the guidebooks
for 3–5 years of age and 6+ from British museum, and the guidebooks 7+, 11+, 14+ in Museum
of Science, and the map from the project «Ready, Steady, Go to the Museum!» and guidebooks
for the 5–7 year olds at the Art Gallery and guidebooks for the kids under 8–12 year of age in the
Museum of Contemporary Art PERMM.
We begin our analysis with the maps, because any visit to a museum starts with choosing
a route and it is the map that advises us on how to make this first step.
«Teaching history with 100 objects» is an interactive map, which shows a lot of
museums and their interesting objects. It is the «project that will engage school students in all
areas of the new history curriculum using objects from half a million years ago to the present
day» [9]. It is made for teachers and students (schoolmates) to combine science history and a
visit to the museum. The map combines some visuals and theory of history so that we can see
not only the history, but also the culture of the area, where the people live and where certain
objects were used for living. Also it refers to the museum site, which provides more information
about the location: «three students focus on the Linkwood Magna Carta and as with all the other
99 objects you have lots of teaching suggestions you can look at linked objects build up a richer
picture of the objects and make connections with other periods in places the website gives you
up to date background information a wealth of resources high quality images and links that
would enliven any lesson each of the hundred objects has been chosen because of its clear
relationship with one or more topics across the key stages that its potential to engage gyms and
inspire their study of history as that is kids and going to the education system pretty».
We suppose that the map has some benefits such as short and succinct information about
objects (the name, historical period, a picture of its present location), the illustrations are bright
and attractive for students and they are always easy to obtain.
Now let us consider the map from the events «Ready, Steady… Go to The Museum!»
Firstly, it shows how many museums take part in this project. Secondly, we should indicate its 3
roles: as a map of the museum in Perm (but not a cartographical one), as a «visitor's passport»,
which is printed on each picture of the museum and as a stamp of this project (which means that
this museum was explored). In addition, the map provides some tips for a participant, and for
their parents. It contains some rules of behavior in a museum and the contact information.
Besides, the map shows 4 routes for participants.
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What both the British and the Russian maps described have in common is the possibility
to show how museum communities in the two countries involve visitors as a active participants
of research. We assume that the map from the British Museum is more useful for children
because it can be used for drawing and it encourages them to imagine their own museum and
create the exhibits or use it as the map, which show what museums they can visit in the future.
The map of the Perm Art Gallery is less functional than the British one, since it can be
utilized only for one museum project «Ready, Steady, Go to the Museum!» Moreover, it is
suitable for only one active action in this event, that is reflected on the maps. The map does
encourage the visitors to get a special prize, but this offer is not applicable for other museum
activities and this map can not be reused in them.
Now let us consider the guidebooks for children. The first guidebook is «Museum
explorer. Colors and shape. Families ages 3–5 year». The main feature of this guidebook is the
figures as main characters that speak with a participant, which helps to attract children's attention
to exhibition and gives an easy task for them. This booklet provides some instructions for
interaction such as: «...watch on a details – color, forms of face», «move as a snake», «dream»,
«count», «copy imagine», «repeat from object actives», «find», «shape, decorate and mark it»,
«choose characters». This is all necessary for easy and simplified exploring of an exhibition,
understanding and gaining new knowledge about art. All tasks have the questions about the
participant's interests and feelings for better memorizing information and using it in practice. We
should add that the booklet offers the tasks for group work through feeling and moving to
understand and remember, for example, «dance as a snake».
The second guidebook we considered is «Museum Explorers, Ancient Britain 6+» from
the British museum. It has a map for «traveling» with the photos of the objects, because it is the
first thing that brings you to an exhibition. It is similar in four main activities: search, look, pose
and draw, which help active research exhibition. This action allows to perceive and learn new
knowledge. Even the task itself is provided with short useful information, the photos of object
and only two questions (out of 8).
The third guidebook is entitled: «"Great Objects Hunt" Age 7+ Forces from museum of
Science». The main characteristics of it is the challenge as a team work with friends and
discussion about the selected objects. While doing task children learn to compare different
objects and spend the time in the museum in an interesting and effective way. A number of
challenge means number of the analyzed objects. In this booklet, the tasks are all questions,
which compare the objects which they know. The questions are given in three forms:
«Something than / that, Something that could more really fast; Something with types; Something
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smaller than a mouse». So it is possible from the beginning to develop critical thinking and
easily remember information.
Let us turn to the Perm guidebooks for 5–7 year olds from the Art Gallery. The features
of this booklet are the tasks and questions for studying an exhibition, attracting attention to the
details of pictures, their topics and colors, for example: «In this picture live my friends, the gulls.
Can you find them?» And the next task is: «Look attentively at all sea landscape and note which
colors can the sea have?» The booklets has the colors of the gamut that are muted and good for
perception for children. These guidebooks are common in their direction to give knowledge
through a playing event, its tasks and questions create an interest for the exhibits. The Perm
booklet has bright colors on the folder and outside and looks more attractive for children than the
Britain booklets.
Also the task is more differentiated, for example: «Collect entire picture from separated
fragments of pictures in it: Arrange events step by step: people are wave of shawls, by their ships
are sailing; ship is sailing in the storm; people standing up with boat on a ship; ship is crashing
on the rock; people are saved on an island».
Two other British guidebooks are for older children: «Great Objects Hunt. Age 11+ and
14+ Waves and Communication». The booklets provide a challenge practice such as work in
teams and discussion group, and they explain how challenges of participants lead to how many
objects they analyse. The tasks have actions, which help participants get some new knowledge:
choose on a object and compare it with they know and have a few questions: «Something that
measures time; Something that can receive a signal; and Something designed to entertain». It is
the beginning of developing critical thinking skills and cognitive ability of processing
information.
Finally, we considered the guidebook for 8–12 year old children in the Museum of
Contemporary Art PERMM. Its tasks and questions give a possibility to gain new knowledge
about basics of art and they consist of some theory and more practice. The Guidebook provide a
chance to research, turn attention

to the

details of the picture, which makes this work

interesting and fun. Besides, it gives the possibility to study an exhibition as a professional, for
example: «Try to create a series of abstract drawing with help of Strokes and Lines, depicted
different feelings». Again, the color gamut is good for children. It is very important to take it in
hands, fulfill all tasks and spend time with benefit.
Perm guidebook covers a set of different of tasks, for example participant can measure
their mood, write on a special scales: «scream… whisper, sun… fog, new… old», connect and
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write color and symbol: «red color is blood» and continue sentence: «happiness is not from
rocks, it is from…»
In conclusion, we need to comprehend how the British maps in museum programs help
students easily learn history as a science because of combining school knowledge and the
cultural area, which is included into the site of museum. It is very important for understanding
how and why this object was used. As the Perm map, it shows all Perm museums, which take
part in interesting events for visitors. Also, the map, which shows the historical richness, does
not have a short explanation on why just this object plays the main role for creating a networks
with other exhibits in other historical museums. Britain museums can be similar and create a
map, which shows where visitors could choose a tour in accordance with the interest of the
young participant.
Britain guidebooks have an aim, research objects and the «discussion» format inside the
groups, that is why it allows the visitors to shape critical opinions, easily memorize information
because the participants compare the chosen objects with what they know. Perm guidebooks
have the aim of involving visitors in active research exhibition, therefore they perform their
scientific and artistic functions, which help emotionally remember and use theoretical
knowledge. Also, their tasks and questions help to gain new knowledge and they give a prize.
Because of the content and its function the guidebook is a good possibility for learn science and
art.
Systematization of the museum material in the guidebooks will be necessary for better
interaction of the visitors and the museums. It would be good to introduce such efficient tools for
transferring knowledge into the Russian and the British museum community.
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ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC AND КОРОЛЕВСКИЙ КОЛЛЕДЖ МУЗЫКИ
PERM STATE INSTITUTE OF И ПЕРМСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ
CULTURE: LIFE AND CREATIVITY ИНСТИТУТ КУЛЬТУРЫ: ЖИЗНЬ И
ТВОРЧЕСТВО
Abstract: Objects of research in this paper
are Royal College of Music and Perm State
Institute of Culture. The author makes a
comparison of them, finds advantages and
disadvantages and defines opportunities of
interaction between countries in this direction.
This paper took the 2nd place in this contest.

Аннотация: В своем исследовании автор
сравнивает два учебных заведения –
Королевский колледж музыки в Лондоне и
Пермский государственный институт
культуры. Объектами сравнения становятся
программы обучения в данных учебных
заведениях, а именно то, какие предметы
изучают студенты тех или иных
направлений, студенческая жизнь, наличие
программ международного обмена и др.
Данная работа заняла 2 место в конкурсе.

Conservatory is an educational institution specialized in the study, training and research
of music. Such an institution can also be known as a school of music, music academy or college
of music. Instruction includes training in the performance of musical instruments, singing,
musical composition, conducting.
The first conservatories were founded in Italy like places for orphans. Children were
getting first knowledge there. The first conservatory like a music education institution was
founded in Naples by Giovanni di Tapia in 1537. And it was called Conservatorio Maria di
Loretto.
Nowadays conservatories get around all over the world. A lot of students graduate from
them every year. Music for that people is like a lifestyle, they cannot imagine their lives without
it. After studying students can start their own solo career, play in different orchestras or become
a teacher.
In my report I would like to compare educational programs and students’ life in Royal
College of Music and conservatory of Perm State Institute of Culture. As for me it’s really
interesting to know about music department abroad and students’ life there.
The aim of the paper is to compare the Royal College of Music and Perm State Institute
of Culture.
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The tasks are following:
1.

To find and explore information about the RCM and PSIC;

2.

To systematize that information;

3.

To make some conclusions.

The object of the research is the Royal College of Music and Perm State Institute of
Culture.
The subject of the research is studying programs and students’ life.
Goals:
1.

To find and to investigate information about music departments;

2.

To compare the Royal College of Music in London with Perm State Institute of

Culture.
About the RCM
The Royal College of Music (RCM) is one of the world’s greatest conservatoires,
training gifted musicians from all over the world for international careers as performers,
conductors and composers.
Founded in 1882 by the Prince of Wales (later Edward VII), the RCM has trained some
of the most important figures in British and international music life, including composers such as
Vaughan Williams and Britten; conductors such as Leopold Stokowski, Sir Colin Davis; singers
such as Dame Joan Sutherland, Sir Thomas Allen; instrumentalists such as James Galway, John
Lill and Natalie Clein.
With 750 students from more than 60 countries studying at undergraduate, masters or
doctoral level, the RCM of the 21st century is a community of talented and open-minded
musicians. RCM professors are musicians with worldwide reputations, accustomed to working
with the most talented students of each generation to unlock their artistic potential.
The RCM has many performing groups – including five orchestras, two jazz bands and
the RCM International Opera School – are celebrated for the vitality and excellence of their
performances, and are regularly invited to perform at significant venues both in the UK and
overseas.
The RCM’s buildings, facilities and location are the envy of the world. The RCM is
situated directly opposite the Royal Albert Hall in South Kensington, the home of science, arts
and inspiration. The iconic building, the concert hall, opera theatre, studios, library and museum
all provide inspiration for RCM students.
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Faculties
There are 9 music faculties in the RCM: Brass faculty, Composition faculty, Conducting
faculty, Historical performance faculty, Keyboard faculty, Percussion faculty, String faculty,
Vocal faculty, Woodwind faculty.
Exchange
The RCM has a large number of student exchange opportunities with leading European,
American, Japanese and Australian music conservatoires and universities.
The RCM is a member of the ERASMUS Program, a European Union initiative that
promotes exchange of knowledge and learning throughout Europe. As a member, the RCM
receives funding in order to offer financial support to those students who choose to go on a
European exchange while they are registered at the RCM.
Erasmus exchanges are for a period of three months. They are available to full time
undergraduate students in Years 3 and 4, and to postgraduate students in Year 2.
Student exchanges are an excellent opportunity for students to get to know another city
and its culture, to learn or develop a new language, and to benefit from the new perspectives
offered by a different teacher. They also provide an opportunity to develop new networks and
contacts that can help advance your future career as a musician.
Royal College of Music and Perm State Institute of Culture
Faculties
RCM
Brass faculty
Composition faculty
Conducting faculty
Historical performance faculty
Keyboard faculty
Percussion faculty
String faculty
Vocal faculty
 Woodwind faculty

PSIC
 Conservatory
(String, woodwind and percussion chair;
Chair of folk instruments and folk
instrumental orchestra conductors;
Chair of academic choir conductors;
Chair of solo singing;
Chair of keyboard;
Chair of theory of music)
 Faculty of arts
 Faculty of culturology










Undergraduate programs
I study at the Perm State Institute of Culture and it is interesting for me to compare
programs of our Institute and the Royal College of Music in London.
Bachelor program at the RCM differs from the one at the PSIC.
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Using the information from the official sites, I can say that at the RCM students focus on
music subjects more. At the PSIC students have the possibility to study for free; they also can
get good scholarships from the government, but they have to pass entered exams very well.
I. RCM
Throughout four years at the RCM there are many options available to help students
develop their interests and professional needs.
Each module within BMus Program is assigned a level within the National Qualifications
Framework. The three levels do not equate to the year of study (except in Principal Study). Core
modules in years 1 and 2 can be taken at levels 4, 5 or 6. Optional modules in years 3 and 4 are
taken at levels 5 and 6.

Level
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

1

General UK
qualification
PhD
Master’s
Degree – Final
year
Degree – First
year
A Level
GCSE (General
Certificate of
Secondary
Education)
-

From the very beginning of undergraduate program students will be able to draw on
exceptional resources and opportunities at the RCM.
YEARS 1 AND 2
Performance studies in Principal, Related, and Second instruments, with regular facultybased

workshops,

activities,

and

opportunities

for

performance

Training in music education. Courses in music history and performance practice, practical
musicianship/stylistic studies, aural awareness, study skills, Alexander Technique, and
musicians' wellbeing. Opportunity to fast track to higher levels of study in aural awareness and
practical musicianship.
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YEARS 3 AND 4
Continuing work in performance studies (Principal, Related and Second Study
instruments).
II. PSIC
Perm State Institute of Culture is one of the most promising and dynamic universities of
the Perm region. Those school leavers who want to realize themselves in arts, in the humanities,
in the information sphere willingly link their fate with the Institute.
For more than 40 years the Institute has been training more than 10,000 highly skilled
professionals who glorified their university, city and country in the world.
Bachelor program (Piano)
Year
1



















2













Core modules
Principal instrument
Piano duet
Duet
Transposition
Learning vocal and chamber
music
Aural (solfeggio, harmony)
History of stage performances
Foreign music history
Foreign language (English,
German, French)
Russian history
Russian language
Teaching
Psychology
Information technology
Physical education
Rules of safety
Practice (studying, performance,
teaching)
Principal instrument
Ensemble
Music teaching and psychology
Piano teaching
Concertmaster studying
Duet
Transposition
Learning vocal and chamber
music
Organ
Foreign music history
Aural (polyphony)
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Optional modules

Folk music; Learning piano
concert programmes

Synthesizer; Vocal learning

Rhetoric; Literature analysis


Folk music; Learning piano
concert programmes

Modern performances

Learning chamber music and
opera

Improvisation






3















4













History of stage performances
Foreign language (English,
German, French)
Philosophy
Physical education
Practice (studying, performance,
teaching)
Principal instrument
Ensemble
Concertmaster studying
Learning vocal and chamber
music
Organ
Duet
Multimedia technology
Piano repair
Russian music history
Music form
Performance history
Physical education
Practice (studying, performance,
teaching)
Principal instrument
Ensemble
Concertmaster studying
Learning vocal and chamber
music
Organ
Duet
Multimedia technology
Music of XX-XXI centuries
Science research
Physical education
Practice (studying, performance,
teaching)


Culturology; Religion

Learning chamber music and
opera

Music critic; Style analysis






Author’s rights
Perm music and art
Economy; Management
Aesthetics; Ethics

Bachelor program at the RCM differs from the one at PSIC.
Using the information from the official sites, I can say that at the RCM students focus on
music subjects more and they don’t have such subjects as Philosophy, Literature, Languages,
Economy, Management, Religion or Folk which are taught in our Institute.
I guess that one of the reasons is the necessity for the students to pay fees for their
education. That’s why they have to choose subjects which are more interesting and necessary for
them.
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At PSIC students have the possibility to study for free; they also can get good
scholarships from the government, but they have to pass entrance exams and study well during
the academic year.
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SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES OF НАУЧНЫЕ ОТКРЫТИЯ БРИТАНСКИХ
BRITISH SCIENTISTS IN THE УЧЕНЫХ В РАЗВИТИИ НАУКИ
DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE
Abstract: In this paper the author makes a Аннотация: В статье проведен обзор
review of scientific discoveries of Russian and открытий британских и российских ученых.
British scientists.

I want to talk about the impact of scientific discoveries of Russian and British scientists
on the development of science, culture and society. For this topic we can learn what these
countries have achieved and what we can expect of them in the future. In the century of
technology development relevance of the topic lies in the fact that an erudite person cannot be
so without knowledge of people who develop science and contribute to it.
The basic purpose of the work is:



study modern scientists and inventors of Russia and the UK;



find out about the latest discoveries and inventions, understand their significance

and influence for the development of science in the world.
Therefore, I have formulated such problems:
2.

to study the theoretical material;

3.

to analyze using compare the directions in the development of science in Russia

and Great Britain.
This purpose defines the importance of the work and its theoretical value.
1.

Scientific discoveries of British scientists in the development of science.

The science of Great Britain in the XIX century was considered the world's leading. The
most attention in the UK is traditionally given to natural and technical sciences. More than 70
British scientists are awarded the Nobel Prize.
In Great Britain, many important inventions and discoveries were made: a locomotive, a
modern bicycle, a propeller, a multi-stage reactive and steam turbine, an electromagnet, stereo
sound, an internal combustion engine, photography, antibiotics, in vitro fertilization, HTML,
HTTP and many others.
The leading British scientific institution is the Royal Society of London, one of the oldest
scientific societies in the world. It was founded in 1660. One of the main organizations of the
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country, which conducts its activity in the field of natural sciences is the Royal Engineering
Academy of Sciences of Great Britain, founded in 1976. The main library is the British Library,
which contains more than 150 million units of storage. Is the largest in the world. In the field of
philosophy, the Royal Philosophical Institute, the Aristotelian Society, the Oxford Philosophical
Society is known. In the field of historiography, the Historical Society of Great Britain. The
British Association for the Advancement of Scientific Knowledge maintains contacts with 150
other scientific organizations. The National Corporation for Research and Development, founded
in 1949, funded many scientific studies.
From modern scientists in the UK can be identified for example:
1.

Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee OM (born June 8, 1955, London) is a British

scientist, an inventor of the URI, URL, HTTP, HTML, a creator of the World Wide Web
(together with Robert Cayo) and current head of the World Wide Web Consortium. The author
of the concept of semantic web. Author of many other developments in the field of information
technology.
2.

Keith Campbell. In 1996 the whole world was shocked by the appearance of

Dolly's sheep. The name Dolly (English Dolly-Puppet) appeared on the proposal of the scientist
Keith Campbell. The lamb itself is cloned from the udder cell. It was Keith Campbell who
conducted the cloning experiment under the direction of Jan Wilmut at the Roslin Institute.
Unfortunately, in October of this year Campbell died, but until the last was an employee of
Nottingham University, where he continued embryonic research.
3.

Stephen Hawking is the most famous theoretical physicist in the world. He was

the first to explain the application of thermodynamics to the description of black holes. He also
developed a theory that black holes «evaporate» due to a phenomenon called the Hawking
radiation. In addition, the British physicist is a famous popularizer of physics. (Nowdays
Hawking practically does not appear in public because he is ill the physicist is chained to a
wheelchair and can not speak). Nevertheless, he doesn’t hesitate to participate in many public
programs. For example, his synthesized voice sounds in the animated series of Simpsons, where
he voiced himself. The physicist participated in the popular series The Big Bang Theory.
4.

In the sixties of the last century Peter Higgs suggested that there is a boson

responsible for the mass of any elementary particle. This assumption was made within the
framework of the Standard Model. This is the name of the theory in elementary particle physics,
which describes the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interaction of all elementary particles.
In 2012, British scientists register an earlier elusive elementary particle, which is called
the Higgs boson by the Large Andronic Collider.
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2.

Scientific discoveries of Russian scientists in the development of science.

In Russia, there are about 3.5 thousand organizations engaged in research and
development. About 70 % of these organizations are state-owned.
As a result of 2005, Russia occupied the 8th place in terms of the number of published
scientific works in the world and the 18th place by quoting of the research work.
In Russia there are thousands of scientists with a large amount of international citation
(tens and hundreds of references to their work). Among them are physicists, biologists and
chemists.
July 7, 2011 Presidential Decree No. 899 «for the modernization and technological
development of the Russian economy and improving its competitiveness» identified the priority
areas for the development of science, technology and technology in the Russian Federation:



Security and counteraction to terrorism.



Industry of nanosystems.



Information and telecommunication systems.



Life Sciences.



Perspective types of weapons, military and special equipment.



Rational nature management.



Transport and space systems.



Energy efficiency, energy saving, nuclear power.

The Russian Federation also pays much attention to the development of nanotechnology.
So every year in the list of the best inventions of Russia there is all the discovery in the field of
nanotechnology. Among the winners are patents of the institutes of RAS and Moscow State
University. One of the most famous inventors in this field is Pavel Gulyaev, who is a super
ordinate researcher of the Izhevsk Institute of Mechanics. He has several patents for his
inventions. He invented the engine for the high-frequency movement of micro particles and
tools. Accuracy of displacements approaches 2-3 angstroms, which is comparable with
interatomic distances. This invention has been already used at the Izhevsk Mechanical Plant, and
has given an economic effect of up to 1 million rubles a year.
There are other scientists in Russia who deserve respect, who have made a great
contribution to the development of science in our country:
1.

Zhores Ivanovich Alferov. The academician is a Belarusian, Soviet and Russian

physicist and academic who contributed significantly to the creation of modern heterostructure
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physics and electronics. He is the inventor of the heterotransistor and the winner of 2000 Nobel
Prize in Physics. He is also a Russian politician and has been a member of the Russian State
Parliament, the Duma, since 1995. Lately, he has become one of the most influential members of
the Communist Party of the Russian Federation. Alferov invented the heterotransistor. This
coped with much higher frequencies than its predecessors, and apparently revolutionized the
mobile phone and satellite communications. Today we can use his fundamental work of
semiconductors that such achievements of civilization as mobile phones, CDs, LEDs, etc.
2.

Gregory Perelman is called the strangest scientist of our time. Mathematician

Perelman solved one of the seven problems of the millennium, but he was the first to prove the
Poincare hypothesis, and also refused from Fields Medal in 2006, and then from the Clay
Institute prize of 1 million Dollars in 2010.
3.

Yuri Tsolakovich Oganessian. The nuclear physicist of Armenian descent.

Oganessian is considered the world's leading researcher in super heavy elements. He and his
team discovered the heaviest elements in the periodic table. Yuri Hovhannisyan is considered
one of the probable candidates for the Nobel Prize, and nominated his candidacy more than
once.
In this way, studying modern scientists and their discoveries, we see that in Russia and
Great Britain there are a huge number of talented people in various directions! In addition, I
touched on only a small part of their work in my research work. Promising scientists, their
discoveries and scientific work are much more. Most modern and promising scientific works are
conducted in parallel in these countries.
The sphere of information technology, medicine, nanotechnology, physics, including.
Scientists are working on the same problems in medicine and protection in the field of
information technology.
In one way or another, all of the above inventions and talented scientists influenced the
development of science, culture and society. These scientists improve the quality of life of
contemporaries through their inventions, (inventions in medicine), expand the scope of the
possible in various spheres of life (nanotechnology), and open up new horizons (discoveries in
physics and the study of outer space). For example, Pavel Gulyaev is a super ordinate researcher
of the Izhevsk Institute of Mechanics. He invented the engine for the high-frequency movement
of microparticles and tools. Accuracy of displacements approaches 2-3 angstroms, which is
comparable with interatomic distances. This invention has been already used at the Izhevsk
Mechanical Plant, and has given an economic effect of up to 1 million rubles a year.
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Fundamental work of Zhores Ivanovich Alferov today we can use such an achievements of
civilization as mobile phones, CDs, LEDs, etc.
British scientists have made a huge contribution to the development of world science, so
sir Timothy John Berners-Lee OM creator of the World Wide Web together with Robert Cayo.
He is an inventor of the URI, URL, HTTP, HTML, and a current head of the World Wide Web
Consortium. The author of the concept of semantic web. Author of many other developments in
the field of information technology.
Thanks to such scientists and their discoveries and new inventions, science as a whole
develops and does not stand still. Moreover, for ordinary people, the quality of life improves and
everyday things become more multifunctional!
Therefore, it is extremely important to pay a lot of attention, help finance and support
scientists in Russia, the UK and other countries, so that science develops and does not stand still.
The cooperation of scientists between the countries will fruitfully influence the overall work and
would be mutually beneficial for the countries.
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RUSSIAN INTELLIGENSIA РУССКАЯ ИНТЕЛЛИГЕНЦИЯ
Abstract: Object of this research is Russian
intelligentsia; the author considers etymology
of this term, analyzes scientific approaches,
and defines historical periods of Russian
intelligentsia development.

Аннотация: Объектом изучения данного
исследования стала русская интеллигенция;
автор рассматривает этимологию данного
термина, анализирует подходы ученых к
формированию интеллигенции как класса
разных ученых, определяет исторические
этапы развития данного класса.

«For a patriot loving his country and being responsible for the needs of the Russian state
there is an exciting topic to think over: how our Russian intelligentsia was born…»
This issue was explored by such great thinkers as N. A. Berdyaev, M. A. Bulgakov,
D. S. Likhachov, A. I. Solzhenitsin, B. A. Kistyarovskiy, P. B. Struve, V. O. Kluchevskiy,
A. I. Gertsen, V. G. Belinskiy, who tried to understand the essence and destiny of the Russian
intelligentsia in the history of the country.
There is an interesting comparison: a Russian member of intelligentsia is like a
marginalia individuality in the animal world: during peace time he or she is kept far away and is
neglected, however, in unusual and urgent situations they are let and forced to go forward. If he
or she dies nobody regrets, if they do not – they will find a way out. The intelligentsia is there
where there is not enough experience which the society has gained and it is necessary to look for
new, creative solutions. In our modern Russian society the situation is complicated. The idea of
protest is being accumulated in the masses of people and is released in anti-government
movement the leaders of which are people of a certain group. Do they belong to intelligentsia or
not? It is the question of the following investigation. But only looking back we will understand
the preset better. The arguments given above prove the relevance of the issue.
To reach the stated aim we must solve the following problems.
The aim of the investigation is to analyze basic reasons of Russian intelligentsia’s birth.
1.

to define the background of the term «intelligentsia» and the source of it;

2.

to find out main reasons of forming intelligentsia as a social group in Russia.

The object of our investigation is the Russian intelligentsia.
The subject is what led to appearance of intelligentsia as a social group in Russia.
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Forming of the intelligentsia in Russia
«Intelligentsia is the most mystifying phenomenon
of the Russian history, surrounded by controversial
myths, hypothesis, controversies and badly coincided facts».
Etymology of term «intelligentsia»
What is intelligentsia? Is it a Russian or the borrowed term? To understand it deeply we
should define the etymology of the term. There are three points of view. According to the first
one the term «intelligentsia» was borrowed from the classic Latin of Tsitseron and meant
«understanding», «the ability to understand». So, thanks to Gegel, Fikhte, Shelling the term
«intelligentsia» invaded Russia in its abstract philosophic meaning.
According to the second point of view, the term «intelligentsia» is Polish.
B. M. Marcovich stated that it was borrowed by the Russian press from the Polish one. There is
one more point of view – the third one – which proves that the term is typically and exclusively
Russian, so its background is in minds of the Russians. «In foreign languages and dictionaries
the word "intelligentsia" is translated as a rule not apart but together with the adjective
"Russian"». P. D. Bobrykin, the writer attributed the desert to himself and proclaimed himself
«the god father» of the term (1909). However, the fact has not been proved, as long before
P. D. Bobrykin (1836) V. A. Zhykovskiy used the term in his notes and diaries. So, we can come
to the conclusion that there is no one and the only opinion on the first appearance of the term
«intelligentsia» in its social meaning in Russia. And we cannot state that this term is typically
Russian of the origin either. But many scholars and scientists point out the uniqueness and
specific character of the phenomenon of the «Russian intelligentsia».
What is the «intelligentsia»? What is the semantic meaning of this concept? There are
many interpretations of this concept, from which it is possible to single out three directions on
the interpretation of the term «intelligentsia»:
1) sociological significance – a group of educated people who have received a scientific
education and are engaged in mental work in science, art, education, religion; This is a specific
layer of society with distinctive activity;
2) «a social group, a powerful differentiated social contingent of people, with an active
social position, people of lofty ideas, dedicated to cares about a common cause, the creation and
protection of higher and unchanging values, the service of truth, truth, beauty, goodness and
justice, the collective conscience of the people»;
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3) from the point of view of political science is relatively cohesive group of intellectually
developed people united by a common opposition to the establishment, the authorities that
criticize public order.
We can conclude that the concept of the intelligentsia is ambiguous and many-sided. And
with confidence to say that the term «intelligentsia» is Russian, we can not. But many authors
point to the specificity and uniqueness of such a phenomenon as the «Russian intelligentsia»,
thereby making it unique and unique in its own way.
Sources of the Russian intelligentsia. Forming the Russian intelligentsia
Let us find out what the Russian intelligentsia is from the point of its birth. How has it
become a separate social group? The range of ideas is wide. It covers the period from Ancient
Rys' to the end of the XIX century. These questions are still being discussed. That is why, we
shall explore different opinions concerning the birth point of the Russian intelligentsia, the
reasons of it and who should be considered the member of this group.
All concepts can be formally divided into 2 groups: the intelligentsia as an intellectual
stratum of society (Sokolov, Sevastyanov, Gasparov, etc.) and the intelligentsia as an opposition
group (Likhachev, Uspensky, Berdyaev, Struve, etc.)
A. V. Socolov says that the appearance of the Russian intelligentsia is likely connected
with the 10th century (Baptism of Rys’) and forming it as a separate social group by the 20th
century. Apart from it he singled out two stages of evolution of the Russian intelligentsia:
palaeocultural (10–17 centuries) which is centered on religion and leadership of spiritual
intelligentsia. The Russian intelligentsia was born in monasteries and courts of some princes and
its members then were hierarchs, princes, and aristocrats. And the New Age (18–20 centuries)
the age of the Enlightenment, modernization promoted forming the Russian intelligentsia in the
Russian society. «The layer of intelligent people is an educated, creatively active part of the
society who establish, keep and spread the ideas and believes of the age». «Intelligentsia is the
intelligent layer of given cultural-historic age which unites true intelligent people and cultured or
educated people».
M. L. Gasparov considers that the Russian intelligentsia is a unique phenomenon which
is composed of two elements – spiritual culture and opposing to the government. Its birth dates
back to the 18th century when Elizaveta Petrovna abolished death execution and it caused
forming intelligentsia – «educated, cultured and semi-cultured» layer of the society. By the end
of the 18th century the group had been formed and its members were raznochintsy whose work
was aimed at enlightenment of people.
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A. N. Sevastyanov believes that «by 1917 the history of the Russian intelligentsia had
already counted two hundred years». He is convinced that in Ancient Rus there were
intellectuals (educated, engaged in mental labor), but they were few. And «only with Petra
begins mass process of state production of the intelligentsia in unprecedented scales and socially
significant quantity; The Russian intelligentsia is the child of the government». In modern terms,
the intelligentsia is a state order.
N. A. Berdyaev: «The Russian intelligentsia is something special existing only in Russia,
its spiritual-social formation». Intelligentsia was an ideal class of people ready to scarify their
lives in prisons, suffering penal servitude and execution supporting and falling for their ideas
and believes. Intelligentsia could not live in Russia in the present, they lived in the future or
sometimes in the past.
D. S. Lichachov suggests that intelligentsia was not formed in the era of Peter the Great,
since «for its formation it was necessary to combine university knowledge with free thinking and
free worldview behavior». And Peter was wary of free people. So the emergence of the
intelligentsia can be attributed to the end of the XVIII – beginning of the XIX century. «The
main features of the Russian intelligentsia are dignity, firmness and their negative attitude
towards despotism». The intelligentsia is independent of the state and spiritually independent.
B. A. Uspensky is sure that the Russian intelligentsia appeared because of unlimited,
autocratic and nationalistic regime. «The opposition to the power in the country formed the
Russian intelligentsia». It appeared during Nikolay I reign (19th century, 1825–1855) opposing
the ideology «Orthodoxy, Autocracy and Nationality». Instead of it the Russian intelligentsia
their own ideology: «Spirituality, Revolutionary and Cosmopolitanism».
Drawing the conclusion, we can say that the opinions about the Russian intelligentsia’
birth have been divided. Someone considers the Russian intelligentsia Peter’ creation, it was
enlightened layer. But if we define the Russian intelligentsia as an educated class the
phenomenon will lose its uniqueness and peculiarity. Every country has its educated core. The
Russian intelligentsia is special because of its opposition, revolutionary character and intolerance
towards monarchy. This makes the Russian intelligentsia an exclusive phenomenon of the
Russian history. Such scholars as D. S. Lichachov, B. Uspensky, N. A. Berdyaev keep up to this
opinion.
1. The roots of the Russian intelligentsia are very deep. There were separate members of
this group in AncienRus’ but they were not united. The reforms of Peter the Great (18th century)
marked the beginning of forming the Russian intelligentsia when educated people were in great
demand and were to enlighten the citizens of the country. However, in that time the intelligentsia
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was not an organized force. By the middle of the 19th century the Russian intelligentsia had been
formed as a social group opposing the autocratic, absolutist regime, which the Russian
intelligentsia could not put up with. They hated the existing regime and wished to change the
reality.
Combining the above concepts, one can conclude: the Russian intelligentsia did not form
immediately and it would be erroneous to think that it arose at the beginning of the 20th century.
The Russian intelligentsia has come a long way. We can distinguish three historical stages in the
development of the Russian intelligentsia:



The Baptism of Rus (foundation);



The Age of Peter 1 (development);



Revolutionary movements in the early twentieth century (actualization).

2. Distinguishing features of the Russian intelligentsia are its spirituality, opposition,
economic independence from the government and power, their clearly expressed views towards
the political power in the country, criticism, dynamism, enlightenment, «performing duties»,
participation in the political struggle, tragic inability to come to a compromise, fanatic honesty,
heterogeneous membership, atheism, not very clear understanding of the reality, specific worldoutlook.
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Abstract: In this paper the author makes a
review of scientific discoveries of Russian and
British scientists. Inventions and discoveries
have a chronological order.

Аннотация: В статье проведен обзор
изобретений и открытий российских и
британских ученых. Изобретения и
открытия распределены в хронологическом
порядке; оценен вклад данных достижений
в контексте влияния на развитие стран в
целом.

Great Britain has always been a powerful country with highly developed industry. The
development of science plays a great role in different areas. We think that due to the
development of science and technology Great Britain has become a powerful state since the 17th
century. It was the first country in the world where the industrial revolution took place. Science
has always been of great need in the world because it is a very important way of researching the
environment and applying the results of the research to life. British scientists and inventors make
a great contribution to the development of science. It influences the development of society as
well. So, the purpose of our work is to find out interdependence of the development of science
and technology and the results of social development.
The objects of the research are the discoveries and inventions of the British scientists in
the 17th – 18th centuries.
The subject of the research is the role and the influence of the discoveries and inventions
on the development of society.
To achieve the purpose of our work it is necessary to perform the following tasks:
1)

to study literature on the history of the development of science and technology;

2)

to systemize the discoveries of British scientists and inventors (chronological,

epistemological and value aspects);
3)

to structure the impact of scientific discoveries on social development.
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The development of scientific and inventive thought in England was not accidental; it
was a natural result of attitude of the society to the development of education and science.
Back in the 17th century the Royal Society was founded in London which was considered
to be the English Academy of Science. Besides, a lot of scientific centres and societies appeared
in the 18th century. They prepared specialists both for science and industry. Moreover, a lot of
educational institutions of new types providing scientific and technical education were opened.
In 1799 the Royal Institute, a scientific and educational institution, was set up in London with
the aim of «spreading knowledge and facilitating the wide introduction of useful mechanical
inventions and improvements». By the beginning of the XVIII century in England there existed a
sufficiently developed system of primary education, which was supported by various religious
and charity societies. In 1802, for the first time in the history of England, a law on education was
set up. According to this law, manufacturers had to open factory schools, in which factory and
artisan pupils were to be trained for four years. From the beginning of the 18th century secondary
schools for the preparation of technically educated manufacturers were opened in big industrial
centres of England. The process of studying there was focused on natural sciences and new
languages. In the 18th century there were necessary conditions for the development of inventions
such as: 1) enough money for supporting scientific research; 2) society with good level of
education; 3) competition with other countries. That’s why the greatest and the most important
discoveries and inventions in science and technologies were made in England in the 17th – early
19th centuries.
The first inventions were made in such branches of industry as cotton production and
metallurgy. The production of cotton was quite new for English manufacturers, it was necessary
to produce cheap cotton of good quality. It was possible only in mass, machine-made
production. Several inventions were made to increase the production of cotton. First, in 1733 the
mechanic John Kay invented a flying shuttle. It was designed for the broad loom, for which it
saved labour over the traditional process, needing only one operator per loom. Second, in 1785
E. Cartwright invented a mechanical loom whose productivity was 40 times higher than the
productivity of a weaver which worked manually. Besides, another part of cotton production –
spinning – developed rapidly. In 1738 the first spinning machine was created, in which the
spinning process was mechanized, although the whole machine was operated by hand. The next
major invention of the time helped speed up the process of spinning. It was the «Spinning
Jenny» invented in 1765, by James Hargreaves. The inventor named his machine after his
daughter Jenny. This machine enabled the spinning of several spindles at one time. This
invention increased the speed of the spinning process: instead of a single spindle, the worker set
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in motion 16–18 spindles. In a short time the number of mechanical spinning wheels reached 20
thousand. The next important step in technical progress was the foundation of the first factory
with a spinning machine operating on a water engine. In 1769, Richard Arkwright patented the
«Water Frame». This, as its title would suggest, used water as a source of power but it also
produced a better thread than the spinning jenny. The founder R. Arkwright had many followers,
and in 1790 there were already 150 spinning mills. This machine produced a strong, but very
rough thread. The inventor Crompton, combining the virtues of «Jenny» and the water machine,
designed a «mule machine» (a mixture of a spinning machine and water engine) in 1789. These
machines were large, expensive, required heavy spending on the room, the dam, the water
engine and therefore were available only to big manufacturers. Each machine was to be served
by several workers. Thus, these machines led to the organization of more or less large-scale
production.
The search for an efficient and universal engine was made both in the 17th century and in
the first half of the 18th century. The history of the creation of a steam engine is of great interest.
This machine, on the one hand, produced a genuine revolution in the development of production,
on the other hand, in the work on this great invention, the unity of theory and practice, science
and production was first manifested. The first attempt to use the steam engine in the industry
was Thomas Savery’s water pump, patented in 1698. But it was not successful due to frequent
boiler explosions and limited power. Thomas Newcomen created more perfect machine.
His steam engine, developed around 1712, combined the ideas of Thomas Savery and Denis
Papin. Newcomen created a steam engine for the purpose of lifting water out of a tin mine.
James Watt, a Scottish inventor and mechanical engineer, is known for his improvements of the
steam engine. Watt determined the properties of steam, especially the relation of its density to its
temperature and pressure and designed a separate condensing chamber for the steam engine that
prevented large losses of steam in the cylinder. Watt’s first patent, in 1769, covered this device
and other improvements on steam engine. Continuing to work on its improvement, James Watt
created a steam engine of «double action» in 1784, in which the steam, expanding, exerted
pressure on one side or the other side of the piston. It was a truly universal machine, used in a
wide variety of areas of production, and in transport. With the advent of a steam engine, a
universal engine suitable for all work, «the large industry was freed from the obstacles that put
pressure on it, the use of the steam was not subordinated to the use of water power, geographical
conditions, factories could now leave the river valleys, where they were located alone, And to
approach the markets, wherever they could have raw materials, goods and labor hands» (Engels).
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The wide production of machines required not only the efforts of workers, technicians
and scientists, but also the development of metallurgy. In 1709 Abraham Darby developed the
coke burning blast furnace that made it possible to produce commercial grade iron costeffectively. His work contributed to the development of the iron and steel industries. An
important result of the discovery of L. Derby was an increase in demand for coal, which along
with iron ore became the main raw material basis for industry.
The invention of the steam engine created a new engine not only for factories and plants,
but also for transport. The idea of using a steam engine for creating a locomotive, the wheels of
which are driven by steam, was developed. Practical application of locomotives was received in
the XIX century, when they were put on a metal (iron) rail road. This allowed the locomotive,
despite its heavy weight, to pull the train car rather quickly. The first successful locomotive with
a speed of 10 km per hour and 8 cars was created in 1814 by an engineer George Stephenson.
The development of transport gave a great impulse to the economical development of the
country. The melting of higher quality iron and the reduction of impurities in it made it possible
to produce more advanced tools. In the second half of the century, a lathe was invented, as well
as a planer, making it possible for mechanics to process the parts to closer tolerance. Without the
achievements of technological progress, it would be impossible to manufacture complex
machines, which were necessary for large-scale production, and thanks to them it was possible to
use interchangeable parts, which became a characteristic feature of mass production half a
century later. All those facts led to the intensive development of such industries as coal and
metallurgy.
New machinery encouraged new ways of organizing work. The spinning jenny was
designed as a hand-operated device, and could be adapted to the needs of cottage industry. But
the water frame was larger and from the beginning required an external power source to drive it.
Richard Arkwright, who held the patent on it, immediately established a set of water-driven
mills to exploit the new invention, and the economies of scale that these factories enjoyed meant
that by 1800 cottage spinning had largely disappeared. The larger machinery also required a new
approach to managing labor. Necessarily centralized around a single source of power, the new
machines required close management in order to repay their heavy costs. The factory thus
encouraged a new degree of labor discipline, with workers required to report to work at exact
hours and labor at a pace set by the factory's managers.
In the course of industrial revolution great changes happened in the social structure: a
new social class was developing – a class of industrial workers. They were landless peasants,
craftsmen, manufactory workers. As a result the number of rural population decreased.
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The first industrial centres appeared at that time: Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
Leeds and others. England became a country of industrial cities and towns.
Mass introduction of machines made fundamental changes in the organization of labor,
and thus in the social structure of society.
Factory production, based on the cooperation of machines, formed an employee of a
fundamentally new type. He needed the ability not to make any goods with his own hands from
beginning to end, but to perform uniform operations at the machine, constantly working side by
side with other employees. As a result, even having saved up money, such a hired worker could
not become an independent producer. That was a real submission of labor to capital, when a
hired worker could no longer return to the number of self-employed.
Machine production made it possible to involve not only the adult male labor force, but
also women and children.
Rapid urbanization and the growth in the number of wage workers aggravated social
problems. It was difficult for the peasants who had migrated to the cities, to adapt to the unusual
conditions of urban life. Social protests, the desire to reduce political instability made the
government support the development of social programs for the poor, state regulation of the
relationship between labor and capital. In general, the standard of living of the population had
been growing by the 19th century. Improving the quality of food, living conditions, the quality of
health services led to a significant increase in life expectancy.
Efforts to explain British economic successes in terms of culture, politics, and social
organization have stimulated more debate among historians. In its social structure, Britain was as
aristocratic as other European countries, and its merchants were as eager as merchants elsewhere
to achieve acceptance among the landed gentry. But the British aristocracy was probably unusual
in the respect that it accorded commerce and manufacturing, and the gentry-dominated British
Parliament energetically defended commercial and manufacturing interests against foreign
competition. British law was certainly unusual in the protections it gave inventors and property
holders. Between 1624 and 1791, Britain was the only European nation with a system of patent
laws, designed to give inventors the profits of their achievements. The system both encouraged
innovation and expressed British society's admiration for it.
The purpose of our work was to find out interdependence of the development of science
and technology and the results of social development. Having learned information on the subject
we came to the conclusion that British scientists and inventors made a great contribution to the
development of science and society during the 17th and 18th centuries. Their discoveries and
inventions promoted the beginning of the industrial revolution which led to the changes in the
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political, economical and social life of the society. The capitalist industrialization of England led
to serious changes in the economy. The technical inventions in production were the material
basis of profound socio-economic changes. The factory system won a victory over the craft and
manufactory. The technical basis of production adequate to capitalism was established. Already
the first decades of industrial revolution led to the triumph of free competition, which gave rise
to the desire for a rapid expansion of production.
During the industrial revolution, the country experienced a powerful economic growth.
England becomes a «factory of peace». Thus, Great Britain turned into the most powerful
country in the world by the 19th century.
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The topic of this paper presents one of the most burning issues in sociology, because
family policy affects on many different processes in our life. The aim of this paper is to analyze
the family policy in Soviet Russia and UK.
There are a lot of definitions of the term «family policy». In official documents it is
referred as a complete system of principles, assessments and measures of organizational,
economic, legal, scientific, information and advocacy character, which is aimed at improving the
conditions and the quality of family life [4]. In a broad sense, family policy may include other
areas of social policy, which affect the family as a social institution, creating the necessary
conditions for its successful functioning.
Scientists determine three stages of family development in Soviet Russia:
1. 1917 – mid – 1920s;
2. since the mid – 1920s until the mid – 1950s;
3. 1953–1991 [5, P. 168].
The first stage is the stage of the family restructuring as a social institution. This one is
characterized by the simplification of legislation, the adoption of new laws in the sphere of
family relations and recognition of human freedom value.
Only registration of marriage in the church was lawful before the 1917 revolution. But
the Soviet of government had simplified this process and allowed a simple civil registration of
marriage after the decree «About civil marriage, children and conduct of books of civil status».
Legal recognition of equality between men and women in absolutely all spheres of life had also
become a great achievement.
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The Soviet of government allowed abortions and simplified the divorce procedure. If
both sides agree to divorce, then this process took place in a registry office, if one of sides
against, it took place in a court. It had led to a significant increase in the number of divorces in
the country. «Code on marriage and family care» in 1926 had established the age of marriage at
18 for men and women (it was 16 years for women and 18 years for men). The possibility of
establishing paternity in court had been allowed by new laws, and institution of adoption had
been legitimized.
The second stage is characterized by severe restrictions in the area of family policy. But
the new family retained many of the characteristics, belonging to the patriarchal family. For
example, abortion was prohibited again. Mandatory financial assistance was provided for young
and large families, and funds were allocated to the increase in the number of maternity hospitals
and kindergartens. Thus, the Soviet government wanted to increase the birth rate and raise value
of the family as a social institution.
During this period, the nuclear family had been spreading (it is a family, which is
composed of parents and children, or only of the parents). Equality became to prevail in these
families, spouses wanted to have three children. Relationships had become more free and
democratic between spouses. According to the decree of 1944 only marriage, which had been
registered in special organs, was considered official. Divorce rules became more difficult: the
spouses could divorce only through the courts, and this process was negatively voiced in the
media.
There was a rejection of strict rules and notions about family in the third period.
Abortions were permitted for medical reasons, divorce procedure was simplified, and benefits
were introduced for children and for mothers. Much attention was paid to the upbringing and
education of children. The social institution of the family was controlling by the government,
because it was recognized as one of the most important.
USSR headed for the building of communism in 1961. The tasks were aimed at creating
a new communist relation in the domestic sphere. But the need for the spouses in two children
had become a trend. State measures had been taken to improve the lives of Soviet citizens in the
early 1980s, among them the special place occupied by allowances for child.
Family policy in UK was different. It will be more convenient to consider family policy’s
spheres. In first, the right to have children. Greater choice of when and whether to have children
has been an important facilitator of women’s increased entry into the labour market.
For couples who are unable to conceive naturally there are two options: adoption and
fertility treatment. To adopt a child, an application must be made to the adoption agency. It will
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be for adoption agencies, and ultimately the courts, to decide whether someone is suitable to
adopt. In 2002, New Labour introduced the Adoption and Children Act which included radical
overhaul of the 1976 Adoption Act:



Unmarried couples are now able to apply to adopt a child jointly – previously one

partner could adopt and the other could apply for a residence order (which expired when the
child was 16 years of age).



Single people are able to apply for adoption.



There is a lower but no upper age limit for adoption – people applying for

adoption must be at least 21 years of age.



Age, health, lifestyle and smoking are taken into account in assessing the

suitability of prospective adopters.



Cultural and ethnic backgrounds are also taken into consideration, but adoption

will not be denied solely on the grounds that the child and adopters do not share the same racial
or cultural background.



Sexuality does not prevent someone from being considered as an adoptive parent,

and therefore gay and lesbians can apply for adoption [3, P. 129–154].
Next sphere is abortion. The legal abortion was introduction in 1967 (taking effect six
months later). This was the first time since 1861 that abortion was legal. An abortion could now
be performed on as long as the pregnancy had not exceeded its twenty-eighth week and had been
approved by two registered medical practitioners, unless the pregnant women’s life was
immediately at risk or there was risk of permanent injury to her physical or mental health.
However, the 1967 Abortion Act has never been extended to Northern Ireland, where the issue
of abortion is still governed by legal ambiguity. Doctors impose their individual judgement and
so availability varies from area to area. In 1990, the upper time limit for abortions was changed
from 28 weeks to 24 weeks, and there is now no time limit if their is a risk to the mother’s life or
risk of injury to her or other children in the family. Originally, the Act was based on the 1929
Infant Life Preservation Act, which stated that after 28 weeks a child was capable of being born
alive. But advances in medicine have meant that it is now possible, in some cases, to keep a baby
alive born after about 24 weeks of pregnancy.
An abortion has to be approved by two doctors, effectively placing the power to decide in
the hands of the medical profession, and thus not providing women with the legal right to
choose. The UK differs from other European nations and the US in this respect. Abortions must
be performed by a registered medical practitioner in a National Health Service Hospital or in a
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Department of Health approved location. Thus, much of the burden of abortion provision is
undertaken by charities.
If speak about parental rights and obligations then state dependency on the part of lone
parents and the father’s parental responsibility for his non-residential children have been a policy
concern since the 1980s. Increasing anxiety in the 1980s and early 1990s centred round the
possible demise of the two-parent family, as such families were seen as the central building
block of civilised society. Evidence for this demise was seen in the separation of marriage and
parenthood, an increase in lone parenthood, divorce, unmarried mothers, and non-residential
fathers. The main concern was that a growing number of men were living apart from their
biological children, and that a high proportion of lone mothers were dependent on benefits as
opposed to paid wages or maintenance paid by the father of the child. The Courts were opting to
allow a non-resident parent, the father, to concentrate his resources on the second family, leaving
the first family to be supported by the state. The number of lone parents in receipt of state
benefits consequently increased remarkably, and by 1988 only 7 % of the cost of supporting lone
families on benefit was being recovered from «liable relatives». The government concern then
was how to tie fathers into families. This culminated in the 1989 Children’s Act, which
redefined parental responsibility to include responsibility towards the child as «all the rights,
duties, powers, responsibilities and authority, which by law a parent of a child has in relation to
the child and his property» [2, P. 72–79].
In 1991 was approved Child Support Act, which is seen as one of the most controversial
recent pieces of social policy legislation. Its aim was to transfer the burden of the costs of the
child from the social security system to the father. It therefore went against the grain of previous
UK family policy, which had maintained a divide between the public and the private. Under the
Child Support Act, each parent of a qualifying child was made responsible for financially
maintaining that child and this maintenance assessment was to be enforced through the court if
necessary. Non-residential fathers were now legally bound to provide financially for their
biological children, regardless of whether they had parental responsibility or not1. The Child
Support Agency (CSA) was established to administer the maintenance, and began operating on 4
April 1993. This transferred child support from a judicial to an administrative setting.
There was little emphasis on discouraging child poverty, and little emphasis on
encouraging the father’s caring role either. Unmarried fathers were not automatically given
parental responsibility, but were obliged to pay child support automatically regardless of their
contact or caring responsibilities or the rights of that child. But from the child’s point of view, it
could be argued that contact, care, and affection from a non-residential father are far more
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important than a small sum of money (Hayes & William, 1999). On the surface, the disregard of
contact costs suggests recognition of the caring role of the father, but this only came into effect if
pre-existing contact had been established. In other words, this was not an incentive to care but
rather an incentive for those fathers already fulfilling their financial obligation as well. The CSA
was an administrative means to try to reinforce the father’s obligation to provide financially, as
was the case in the traditional two-parent breadwinner family. This was emphasised inasmuch as
the formula used contained an element for the support of the mother as well as the child,
implicitly supporting female dependence on men. Because fatherhood has been linked to
marriage and the role of the provider, it has been difficult to develop a set of independent
fatherhood policies centred as much on care as cash.
When defining the idea of parental responsibility in 1989, there was little to suggest that
the Conservative government was thinking about the day-to-day contact aspect of care. Rather it
was about enforcing the fathers’ financial responsibility to safeguard the wellbeing of their
children, to reduce the burden on the social security budget, and to protect society from fathers’
feckless and anti-social behaviour. The family, whether the parents were married or not, were
being slotted into the traditional model of the breadwinner family with its gender role models, in
which the mother was the carer and the father was the breadwinner. The carer role of the father
was embedded in the role of financial provider, and encouraging and granting access increases
the likelihood that a father will fulfil his responsibility to financially maintain his offspring. The
resulting policy has therefore been punitive rather than enabling, focusing upon obligations
rather than rights [1, P. 41–70].
The social institution of the family had gone through a lot of laws, decrees and
innovations in the USSR and in the UK. The UK welfare state is built upon the breadwinner
family, a definition of social citizenship that encompasses the right and obligation to undertake
paid work, and a line between the public and the private. A move towards a more individualistic
state has been hindered, because family policy is still based upon these principles. Women are
still expected to be the main carers within the home, and men the main breadwinners. The Soviet
of government recognized motherhood as the main function of women, and therefore tried to
encourage procreating by various tangible and intangible means.
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